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Df,telrmining optimal prices for road use

Government is considering options for reforming the way roads are managed in New
Zelllarld Some options involve roads being owned and managed by publicly owned
regional roading companies with the power to set prices and charge users directly Such
cOluparuies would be uatural monopolies and may not have the incentives to set prices in
conformity with optimal pricing principles. If road prices differ from efficient levels
potential gains of road reform will not be realised. Regulatory or structural
int,,,ventior,s might be justified ifthis divergence is substantial.
paper sets out a framework for determining optimal pIices for road use which can in
be used as a baseline for assessing the road companies' pricing policies.
"~_e"'__

in total should cover all economic costs This includes long run marginal costs
include a normal rate of return on capital invested in roads However prices should
exceed this leveL The requirement to earn a financial returu on the capital invested in
raises issues about the valuation of existing infrastructur'e The paper ar'gues that this
lo.nol"a sunk cost
U

based on long run marginal cost will be higher in corridors and areas where
signifi:c,"ot investment is required in the near' future than ar'eas where existing capacity is
ad'''Iuate and traffic growth is low
Netw,,,kpricing theory was investigated and the paper explains why its implications for
pricing were found to be relatively insiguificant

Tb" paper argues that ultimately, fully disaggregated pricing, where a separate price applies
using each road link, in addition to a small access charge, will result in the clearest use
investment siguals to road providers and road users. In the short to medium term
aclJuev'em,ent of fully disaggregated pricing will be constrained by technology linnitarions,
acceptance, and cost
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Note: The discussion and proposed principles for determining optimal prices (or road
use presented in this paper are solely the views of the author They do not reflect the
view oj the Government or government officials, nor should they be taken as an
indication ofpossible future Government or road company policy

Introduction
The New Zealand Government is considering options for refonning the way roads are

managed Some ofthe options being considered would involve roads being owned and
managed by central and local government owned companies with the power to set prices

and charge users directly It has been suggested that Govermnent need not concern
itself with determining optimal prices or pricing principles for these companies because
they will have the correct incentives to do tbis themselves once they have been set up
Tbis paper contends that road providers operating on commercial principles will not
have the right incentives to set efficient prices (prices that maximize net national
welfare) for road use. Much of the road network exhibits bigh fixed costs and relatively
low marginal costs In such sitnations often efficient pricing, that is pricing at marginal
cost, will not cover average costs In economic theory tbis is referred to as a natnral
monopoly Therefore it is possible that optimal prices from the point of view of a
commercial road provider will not be the same as optimal prices from the point of view
of a Govermnent wishing to maximise net welfare Unconstrained monopolies set
prices higher and investment lower than the efficient levels that prevail when companies
face competition. If road prices differ from efficient levels some of the potential gains
ofroad reform will not be realised
New Zealand has to date taken a light-handed approach to the regulation of utility
industries

A similar approach for roads might involve requiring road providers to

publish all information on their costs and the derivation of their prices in order to
demonstrate that they were conforming to efficient pricing principles This paper sets
out a possible set of principles that the Govermnent could specify for determining prices
for road use so that road providers would know what is expected and so that the
Government's regulatory agency has a baseline for assessing road providers' pricing
policies More heavy-handed regulatory constraints on road providers' behavlor, or
structural interventions, might be justified if it is found that road providers are not
setting prices in conformity with the efficient pricing principles

There are a number of potential costs if prices do not reflect efficient pricing principles
If prices are too low people will travel too much, causing unnecessary congestion and
enviromnental costs and urban sprawl Also road providers might spend too much on
extra road capacity in response to this demand, crowding out investment in other more

productive parts of the economy. Conversely, if road prices are too high and investment
too low some worthwbile travel will be suppressed and costs to businesses will be high
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nation-wide charges such as the existing New Zealand Road User Charges
sys:reIl", fuel tax and annual vehicle licensing fees are not efficient mechanisms from the
view of optimal pricing The most efficient pricing mechanisms for this
those that can be targeted to areas and even specific road segments where
diJt't1aIJI<l for additional investment is high Ihe discussion in this paper assumes that
frdllItLechatllslms will eventually become cost-effective

road prices and optimal pricing have been used to refer to all charges for all
not just to peak period congestion pricing
sets out eight proposed principles for deternllning optimal prices for road
eXjJlatlaLlluuand discussion follow each principle

rincil~le

I

road use should be set at a level that recovers all economic costs including a
"(ai"Ci.2l return on capital invested in roads

§Xistingprices, based on pay-as-you-go pricing rules, do not cover all economic costs
costs include an on-going financial return on the capital invested in roads
prices for lOad use should be based on marginal cost pricing and should
ol'l)orate a financial rate of return reflecting the opportunity cost of the funds invested
projects, (marginal cost pricing theory is addressed in principle 4) This
that road use is priced on the same basis as if such services were provided
sector. This would make consumer choices neutral between traveling by

an,)ther efficiently priced mode, or pmchasing some other good or service
Where other transport modes are inefficiently priced they would receive a
np"titive advantage as lOad prices became more efficient Requiring an appropriate
would also help to ensme that, in future, money is not invested in roads
,ec'UUIU have been used more productively elsewhere in the economy
of looking at the required financial return is that it is the required profit
operating and maintenance costs and charging depreciation but before

int,erest on loans

At the end of the year this profit is available for paying

debt providers, paying dividends to equity providers, or retaining to make
investments

rec[uh:ed financial return in TOad prices might also improve the viability of a
of possible options for introducing more contestable road provision and

-'1i:geuner,t arrangements,

(ACIL 1994) Such an outcome could be expected to help
servi"es and reduce prices paid by road users with less emphasis needing to be
regulatory measures
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Principle 2
Price.sfor road use should not exceed economic casts

Another way of stating this principle is to say that road providers should not be allowed
to earn levels ofprofit that exceed a nonnal financial return orrinvestment
In many situations, fOI many road users, road use demand is relatively inelastic (i e
unresponsive to variations in price) lhis means that even if prices for road use were
increased substantially these users would pay the higher prices and continue to use the
roads The inelasticity of road demand suggests that there is a big gap between
willingness to pay and costs of road provision in many cases When Ihis is the case,
road providers have considerable opportunity to increase revenue by raising prices
above current levels Hence there is potential for substantial monopoly profits and
wealth transfer from road users to road ovmers if price setting is left unconstrained
This would show up as reductions in the value of properties and businesses that are
dependent on transport

Governments generally consider it inappropriate for companies to earn monopoly
profits In New Zealand the Government uses the Commerce Act and industry specific
regulation to constrain anti-competitive behavior and increase competition 'Where
competition is impractical, such as in the case of Govermnent owned companies with
natural monopolies, profits are controlled Examples of such companies include
Transpower (the national wholesale electricity transmission network operator), and
Airways Corporation (the operator of New Zealand's air traffic control services
navigation systems)
This control occurs through the companies' Statements
Corporate Intent The Government, as owner, lets it be known that it does not want
companies to earn monopoly profits and the companies propose mechanisms in
Statements of Corporate Intent to show how they will satisfy Ihis requirement
For example, the Airways Corporation operates an Econonllc Value Added
Reserve in its [mancial statements (Airways Corporation 1996) EVA measures
extent to which a business is performing above or below expectation A positive
means the business is eaming profits that ar'e higher than a normal rate of return on
capital invested in the business. The EVA for a particular period is calculated
subtracting, from revenue, the company's operating expenses and a charge on op,,,ating
capital The charge on operating capital is the cost of an appropriate return to
providers of capital. It is calculated by multiplying the average capital employed
cost of capital. The cost of capital is the required financial return on im'estme:nt
appropriate to a particular business The EVA for each period is added to the
EVA Reserve from the previous period to obtain the new EVA Reserve
The Airways Corporation does not aim for a zerO EVA in each reporting period
it aims for the EVA Reserve to average zero over a period of time. If the EVA ~ p<er"
becomes positive the company reduces prices to its customers If it is np"Mlve.
there is no prospect of revenue grO\vth from increased business volume,
increased
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for road use should be set in the same way as the Airways Corporation's, to

ecl,ie've. over time, an appropriate rate of return on the capital invested

Prillcip,Je 3
requiredfinancial return on investment should not be obtained by applying a prosurcharge uniformly across all price,s for road use

required financial return on investment is not an amount that should be earned
unifOlrm]!y at all times, It needs to be earned some time over the life of the investment
this timing is flexible Private toll road operators illustrate this point Ihey know
revenue will be maximised by keeping prices relatively lower when demand is still
and at times of day when demand is low They might make very small profits or
losses in early years bnt they will expect to make up for this with large profits in
years to enable them to reach their required return, on average, over the life of the

revenue, over and above operating, maintenance, and depreciation costs, that can be
from existing prices or from efficient pricing based on short run marginal cost
when this is higher, is a contribution to the required financial return Ihis
~l;~~~ any revenue from congestion pricing or peak: period pricing A common
.~
is to believe that a fmancial retuIn must be earned in addition to congestion

YniJorm nation-wide charges such as Road User Charges, petrol tax and Annual
emcle Licensing Fees are not efficient mechanisms for earning the required financial
The most efficient pricing mechanisms for this purpose are those that
llll be targeted to areas where demand for additional investurent is high
The required
an.cial return should wherever practical be earned from the asset to which it relates
not be recovered in a uniform fashion across all network users

R\"'" on capital

'Ilg the required financial return flexibly by, for example. peak period surcharges in

pcase of capacity improvements and heavy vehicle surcharges in the case of pavement
T'lgthening is consistent with efficient pricing principles When the invesrment is
liacapacity to relieve congestion the financial return and perhaps even some of the
reciation shonld be predominately recovered at periods of peak demand and later in
life of the investment when traffic growth has caused the road to become congested
'~, This ensures that the extra capacity is primarily paid for by the peak period users
caused it to be needed, and that the next increment of capacity is not provided until
are collectively paying an amount that reflects the full economic costs of

~~users

)'iding such capacity

This is both an efficient and equitable pricing regime with

~Jacing the full cost oftheir decision of when and where to travel

.omists have a more formal definition of this principle

Sometimes mistakenly

fRarnsey Pricing (Kranton 1990), this principle states that the optimal way to earn
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the required financial return and cover other long run costs is to apply different mal
ups to the short run marginal costs for each time, location, and vehicle t)
combination, such that the percentage mark-up of price over marginal cost is invers{
proportional to the own-price elasticity of demand for each combination
Demand is more elastic for travel at uncongested times than it is at congested timl
Some long distance fr eight and private motorist leisure travel demand also appears to
more elastic, Charging a uniform surcharge in such situations is likely to suppress SOT
travel Ihis might be inefficient if these trips would have occurred at a price tt
covered their short run costs
In practice it is impossible to detenlline elasticities for every situation The best that c;
be done is to charge different percentage mark-ups, somewhat subjectively determine
for broad groups

Principle 4
Price.sfor road use should be based on a balance between short run marginal co.sts al'
long run marginal costs

Prices for road use should reflect marginal costs Marginal cost is defined as the chan(
in the total social cost of travel on existing roads, including costs of road maintenane
and costs incurred by all users, brought about by adding one vehicle of a particular tYJ:
and weight at a particular place and time (Small et al 1989)
Short run marginal cost includes costs of road maintenance and costs incurred by a
users, brought about by adding one vehicle It is based on the assumption that capacit
is fixed. Long run marginal cost includes all predicted future costs including bot
maintenance and the economic cost of investment in additional capacity or strength thf
is required to accommodate traffic growth Future (long run) costs are likely to b
considerably higher for roads in parts of the network where demand is growing an
capacity is inadequate than in other areas with slow growth and existing spare capacity
Existing roads in slow growth areas may never become congested If this is the cas
their long run costs will be determined by the costs of on-going routine maintenance am
periodic pavement rehabilitation The long run costs of unsealed roads in suel
situations may be determined by a combination of grading and re-graveling costs

Prices should take account afboth short run marginal costs and long run marginal costs
When there is little growth in traffic, and existing roads have adequate strength ane
spare capacity, short run and long run costs will be similar and this poses few problems
However in situations where investment in additional capacity or strength will bt
required to meet projected future traffic demand, long run marginal costs can bt:
significantly higher than short run marginal costs. This raises a potential dilemma as tc
whether prices should track short run or long run costs
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traditional economic approach is to base prices on short run marginal costs The
for this is to send appropriate price signals that will lead to the optimal usage of
at all times throughout their lives, If an existing road is very strong or has much
capacity the short run costs and hence the price will be low The charging of a
above the short-run costs of use and operation, before the point at which the
dernar,a is large enough to exhaust the full capacity of the asset, when charged at long
cost would lead to a significant under-utilisation and there would be a loss of
potenl:iaj consumer surplus (Kirwan 1991) In other words pricing above short run costs
deter some usage that would have actually been economic

reason for pricing at long run marginal cost is to ensure that road users pay the full
ocelOc,mi,c costs of investments in additional capacity or strength Another reason is to
inllU<mceusers' own longer term investment decisions such as where to buy a house or
a factory or plant a forest
prices for road use at long run cost will avoid misleading people about the full
of providing such infrastructure Other developments that rely on roads, such as
reside'ntial subdivisions and shopping centres, will be built in more appropriate
If the price to use a road is based on short run marginal cost it is likely to be
relati'velvlow during long periods when the road has excess capacity which could result
ex,ce"si,re urban sprawl. Ihe price will then rise sharply when capacity is exceeded
price should rise to reflect the congestion costs that road users impose on each
It will even need to exceed long run marginal cost for a time before more

cajJacity is added if users are to cover the full economic costs of such investment Once
increment of capacity has been added, prices based on short run marginal costs
drop again The result would be a saw-tooth pattern of prices. Unless people
to anticipate these periods of high prices, such fluctuations could cause
ecemc,mi'c costs as people and businesses found themselves unable to pay the high prices
had to sell properties and re-locate businesses or close down altogether
summarise this, when more capacity can only be added in large indivisible
incren"er,ts, both the long run and the short run approaches to pricing result in some
et;~~;:~i~ costs or lost benefits If prices are based on long run marginal costs, some
ie
road use will be suppressed with a resulting loss of beneficial economic or
activity. Ifprices are based on short run marginal costs they are likely to exhibit
fluctuations, sending potentially misleading signals about where land use

Pt;'~~~~~J:~': should take place for long term welfare maximisation, and resulting in

iq

and economic costs

way of minimising these costs it is suggested that road prices should begin to rise
than when short run marginal costs begin to rise (i e, some years before capacity

reach"d), and more gradually than short run marginal costs, so that users in the short
face prices that begin to reflect the long run costs to expand capacity

Ihis is

to what happens in other markets where new capacity is lumpy and expensive
as the electricity and newsprint markets As suppliers perceive that demand is
the capacity of existing plant they begin to increaSe prices Eventually
exceed long run marginal cost and new capacity is built The rise in prices often
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occurs before capacity shortages are a reality but will not Occur until there is Some
expectation that new investment is going to be required at some time in the near future
A competitive market automatically finds the COIrect balance between short run priClno-,
to optimise current usage and long run pricing to signal the correct timing and scale of
new investment The balance varies depending on the level of demand Notably a
competitive market does not consistently price at long run marginal cost when
increments ofcapacity are expensive and lumpy

Principle 5
Prices for road use should be matched as closely as possible to casts of using each road
segment.

Rapid advances in technology are bringing closer the time when it will be possible to
monitor and charge directly for road use at reasonable cost and charge different prices
for different parts of the road network The most promising systems for thinly
populated countries with extensive road networks like New Zealand appear to be
systems that can share existing communications infrastructure rather than requiTing
extensive fixed investment in new dedicated infrastructure Such systems might use
satellite global positioning to enable vehicles to determine their location, and low earth
orbital satellites or cellnlar telephone networks for communication between vehicles and
billing companies. Two such systems have been demonstrated in New Zealand in the
past year The systems can be made attractive to road users by transmitting useful
information into vehicles as well In fact companies are already providing such services
and it might be road owners who end up coat tailing on already established systems,
expanding their usefulness and lowering costs As the number and breadth of the uses
to the road user increase, the proportion of the road using population subscribing will
increase and prices will drop creating a virtuous circle of more subscribers and lower
prices (Malick 1998)
In the meantime, until such technology arrives, it is necessary to use blunter pricing
mechanisms Some people consider that this does not matter because the road system is
a network good and network pricing principles should apply. By this they mean that
most costs carmot be attributed to particular users and therefore that uniform pricing
should apply throughout the network If compering road networks existed this might be
valid
However because the road network is a natural monopoly we have had to accept the
requirement that prices should not exceed economic costs. Ihis principle does
apply to the network as a whole although that is an important minimum requirement
is also important that the prices for any link do not exceed its economlc costs. If a
provider were permitted to earn monopoly profits on some links it would be able
reduce prices below economic cost on another hnk where it faced competition
could deter private sector provision of toll roads where they migbt otherwise
economically justified Competition regulators dislike such anti-competitive uractices
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in other industries in New Zealand, such as air traffic control, they have been
rOq'mrmg the elimination of such cross-subsidies
C()ll1p,aringroads with electricity distribution networks illustrates some other differences
reduce the justification for uniform pricing In electricity distribution, network
iri,'estment depends principally on the capacity required, which in turn depends on the
maxirnwn power loading of the end users (Ross 1992) This dependence is principally
maximum rate of delivery of energy at a particular point in time rather than on
volume delivered over a period of time. Cost is also dependent on the number
M,o<e,rs connected to the system, particularly in lower loading density situations

networks the investment depends on both the maximum capacity required and
total volwne over a period of time It is less directly dependent on the nwnber of
(properties) connected to the system Roads experience congestion when there is
insultlc",nt capacity but they also sustain pavement wear from each vehicle that passes
lines do not wear out from each electron that passes along them. Electricity
ll.e:tworl[S do not care which route power takes to get to end users. With IOad networks
that a particular vehicle takes does have cost implications For example a
vehicle will impose greater costs on the road network if it travels on a low
isbtength pavement that if it makes the same journey over an alternative slightly longer
which has been built with a high strength pavement
economists recognise this and start with the base assumption that pavement
segme:nts should be priced differently depending on theit strength (Small et al 1989)
United States examples Small et al (1989) note that that the Federal Highway
f\clmi'ni';tr'lticm would have to calculate optimal durability and price for at least 160
cOlnbimlticms of functional class of road, type of pavement and interval of traffic
A truck traveling one hundred miles could easily use ten differently priced
ri.velne;nt segments The authors observe that while such a scheme would not be
impol"il,le to manage with new technology it might be unattractive to IOad users and

num],er of authors have noted that attributable costs are a relatively small proportion
costs Common variable and fixed costs make up a significant proportion of the
The normal practice is to say that these are network costs and apportion them
"Y'"<Ll'y to all users on all roads However although these costs cannot necessarily be
attributed to particular' users they can in many cases be associated with a particular IOad
This is increasingly the case under contract maintenance where each item of

accounted for and billed separately
atlribute:d to a particular road are relatively few
pro,vic!er" s administration and contracting costs

The overhead costs that cannot be
These iuclude costs such as the IOad

question then becomes is it better to build the link specific non-attributable costs
the variable prices for each link or to recover them via a fixed network access
The former option means that the variable prices to use individual links will be

than attributable variable costs but it ensures that only those who use a link are
rec!uilred to contribute towards its construction and upkeep. Also their contribution will
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be in proportion to the number of times they nse the link which also seems fair

The

latter option results. III crosS-SUbSIdI~S WIth some use~s contributing towards the

common costs of links that they WIll never use
This could lead to significant
distortions when large sums are spent increasing the capacity of some links while other
links used by different road users require no such expenditure.
Small et al (1989) constructed a model based on United States data to investigate the
likely welfare gains from different pricing schemes They found that a charge that
varied by vehicle type and axle werghts but was umform across all road types (similar to
New Zealand's existing Road User Charges) yielded benefits that "ere within four
percent of the net welfare improvement obtainable from a more detailed link by link
pricing schedule, However thIS result hIdes some sIgmficant wmners and losers

Under current charges heavy vehicle operators are paying considerably more than their
attributable costs when traveling on state highways, which generally have the strongest
pavements in New Zealand On the other hand the attributable costs of heavy vehicles
using low strength rural roads for stock and fertrlizer transport and forest harvesting are
higher than current charges State highway users are subsldrzmg these operations
While the difference in net welfare of a uniform versus a link by link pricing scheme
might not be great there is a fairness issueinvolved Also the potential welfare gains
miaht be greatel in New Zealand because rt IS more reliant on external trade than the
united States. Small et al (1989) also modeled a two step price schedule with one low
plice per esal-mile (equivalent standard axle load - mile) for freeways and another much
highel plice per esal-nule for travel on all other roads and found that the result was
much closer to the net welfare of a link by link pncmg scheme and with much lower
croSS subsidies,

This suggests that even in the short telm it would be worthwhile investigating slightly
more differentiated pricing mechanisms than the current uniform charges In New
Zealand it is possible that a good proportion of the welfare gains of a fully differentiated
link by link plicing scheme could be achieved with separate plice schedules for state
highways and local roads, some peak peliod pricing on particularly congested urban
arterials, link speCIfic tolls where large sums are bemg spent on upgrading inter-city
highways, and possibly special levies on log trucks for upgrading low strength forest
access roads

In the long telm, as the cost of technology falls, it will be possible to achieve fulther
welfare gains by moving further towards individual link by link prices that match, as
closely as possible, the costs of using each link

Principle 6
For the purposes oj setting prices for road use the eXisting road network should be
treated as a sunk cost
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principle means that prices for road use should not be increased to earn a financial
on historic or depreciated replacement cost valuations of past road investments

it is clear how a financial return requirement on new investment improves
res:ou:rce allocation, it is not obvious how this would occur in the case of existing road
Most of the investment that has gone into existing roads is a sunk cost
cannot be recovered and re-deployed where it will earn a better return Roads cannot
sold, Imposing a financial rate of return requirement on past investment in existing

would only achieve an unearned transfer ofwealth to road owners
NeveJ1:hI,le,;s there is a case for requiring a retmn on an appropriate valuation of the
eXilsting investment in roads, Ihis case is based on maintaining the existing balance of
cOJll1petition with other modes, and is discussed under the next principle

Principle 7

appropriate valuation method for the e.xisting road network i.s an economic
va,luG,ticm based on existing prices
economic valuation of a business, is the price that someone would pay to obtain the

income stream from that business, or the amount that its assets could be sold for,
is higher. Strictly defmed, an economic valuation is determined by
calcullating the discounted value ofthe future net cash flow that a business is expected to
Other valuation approaches such as depreciated replacement cost and even
depreciated replacement cost have been proposed but most have the
disad"antag:e of being focused on past investment costs, and consequently of giving
inapprofni"telly high valuations for efficient pricing in most cases Ihese valuatiou
llie:thc)ds might be appropriate for other purposes, e.g future management performance
llic,nitoriug, but not as a basis for setting prices for use of the existing road network
principle proposed above includes the constraint that the economic valuation for

CA.""'''" roads

should be based on a continuation of existing road use prices Existing
for road use generate sufficient revenue to fund maintenance and new investment

a pay-as-you-go basis If we change over to an approach of capitalising new
the portion of revenue that currently funds new investment can be
C011Si,deJed as the appropriate financial returu on the existing asset Ihis assumes that
lli"interLance funding is sufficient to maintain the condition of the existing assets so that
de.pn:ci:ati,onis zero, The discounted value of the portion of revenue that cmrently funds
investment is the economic valuation ofthe existing road nehvork

valuation of past investment was set at nil, prices for road use would initially
by the amount that is currently spent on capital investment and this would upset
competitive balance between the modes, towards roads Ihis would be just as
Illf'Pf'wpriate as an increase in prices
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If the valuation for the existing road network were set higher than the economic
valuation as defined above, prices for using existing roads would need to increase This
would upset the competitive balance in favour of other modes such as air, coastal
shipping, and particularly rail, and give windfall profits to these other modes It would
also suppress some efficient road use

When the Government sold New Zealand Rail, in 1993, prospective purchasers would
have given little attention to the book value of the business They would have
much more interested in the discouoted value of the future free cash-flow, and, as
back-up, the net realisable value of the assets they were acquiring, both of which
far lower than the past investment costs
They determined future cash flow
estimating future costs and prices.. The prices they could charge were determined by
competition from roads and coastal shipping In order to maintain the balance
competition with rail and other modes the existing road network should be valued on
similar basis
The exception to this principle is when existing prices are less than short run m2lIginal~
costs (primarily roads in congested areas and low strength rural local roads) In
cases prices should be set at short ruo marginal cost where practical This will jncrea:se~
the economic valuation of the roads that are experiencing congestion
congestion is not a direct cost on the road owner Future additional revenue
congestion pricing could be anticipated and built into the economic valuation
If some uneconomic road links are currently being maintained, the cost of their upl,eel~~
should be left out of the valuation calculation and a nil value assigned It should
assumed that a way will be found to reduce maintenance costs and increase prices
these links until they cover their costs, rather than continuing to fund them fium re,'emle"~
earned on other roads
Where some roads can be closed and the land or structures used for other pUI]JOE:esT
without detracting from the value of adjacent land, these roads should also be valued
their value in the alternative use Ihis is not necessarily additional to the val[ualoOlr!
based on net cash flow The valuation for each link should be whichever is the higher,!
This might result in some roads on high value land being closed and used for other
valuable purposes
It is important for the valuation to he forward looking Prices for road use, and rmaIle!",,!
returns, and hence valuations, are likely to be higher in areas where demand
increasing and additional capital investment is required. In areas of low growth
adequate existing capacity, the valuation might be low and prices might only change
response to maintenance cost changes

Note that this approach does not assume a long-term continuation of existing levels
road charges. It takes existing road charges as the least distortionary starting point,
then allows for adjustments from that base as new investment is added and exi,:tin:!)
assets are depreciated. The economic valuation would increase as prices were increa;;eq,!
to short r~ costs, and then further as roads were upgraded onto new road fo"mal:ionl§!
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the full costs of these new investments were added to the valuation. As old road
fOl1ll',U')llS were bypassed and became obsolete they would be removed from the
e~~~~~~~e~valuation However, the valuation would not get as high as an optimised
cl
replacement cost valuation because there will be a significant proportion of
existing roads which would never need to be replaced with new upgraded roads
objection to having different approaches for valuing and pricing new and existing
infra,;tIllctllre is that road users will all use the lower priced existing route This
ov,erl,oo!,s that congestion pricing will have raised the price on the existing route to the
ruu marginal cost or illgher by the time the new investment is made If the new
in,'estment is made for reasons other than easing congestion then the price differential
pIl,v;,des a good incentive to really question the demand for the new investment

Prilncin,le 8

roads should pay their way

is a commonly held view that the existing road network should be retained in its
entireity and at the existing standard Some ofthe potential gains of road reform will be
if tills view prevails
COlocems have been expressed that road reform could result in the closing of many
trafficked roads Tills is unlikely uuder the pricing principles described in tills
Certainly the price to use some roads might increase and the standard of
lll,untemmce on some roads might need to reduce but spur roads are unlikely to be
no matter how few properties they serve, Ihis is because there is a large store of

""l1rrlgrles:>-!')-p'ay in the properties served by spur roads As the roads are the only
for sillpping out the produce fiom these properties the owners will be willing to
considerably more than current uniform prjces to use these roads if that is necessary
for their on-going maintenance

the spur roads in question maintenance is likely to be all that needs to be paid for
roads currently cost more to maintain than they generate in revenue through
~;~r:~IChargeS so uuder the valuation method proposed they have nil value and the
return compouent ofprices "ill also be nil Beiug low volume roads they are
to ueed expanding or upgradiug iu the foreseeable future so long ruu costs will
the same as short run costs The only costs associated with these roads are the costs
routiue and periodic mainteuance - gradiug and re-graveling and culvert cleaniug
Fi,:un" obtained .from Transfund New Zealand indicate that on-going maintenance costs
many uusealed low volume roads are as low as $200 - $500 per kilometre per year
roads carrying up to 50 vehicles per day. Prices for using most spur roads would
to be increased to cover such costs If link-based prices to cover these costs are
than the users' willingness-ta-pay then the frequency of maintenance would need
be reduced until prices and willingness-ta-pay are matched The situations where
prov;ders will uot be able to find some level of maiuteuance that the users of the

~

are willing to pay are likely to be rare
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Removing cross-subsidies for maintenance of low volwne rural roads might have
environmental benefits in addition to avoiding the costs On road users elsewhere

have to fund the subsidies. Salmon (1996) observed that subsidised road maint',nanc~
enables barely viable sheep and beef farms to survive on difficult sites where
continne to cause significant degradation of soil and water resources which the
cannot afford to mitigate
Furthermore the subsidies become built into property values The tendency of tarmers!
to pay too much for land relative to its productive potential drives debt and
exploitation The subsidies lead to investment decisions based on incorrect inforn"ati,on}
and net welfare is reduced The artificially inflated land value is a barrier to aC(lu!,;iti,onQ
by more sustainable land users such as forestry investors

The news is not all bad for TOad users on low volume rural roads Most trips use a
ofroads links For example a trip into the nearest town might use a spur road, a
collector, and possibly a state highway The total cost of such longer trips might
differ much from the cost based on existing uniform prices
With networks spur lines are sometimes operated at a loss if they feed valuable bu:sin',ss'i
into the core part of the network where marginal costs are low relative to the prices
can be charged This will not be possible if principles two and five are foljlowed~
because the price for each segment will be related to its costs and the price will
exceed economic costs There will not be any links where the road provider can earn
margin over cost
It has been suggested that some roads might have an option value

For example
might be roads in distant parts of the country that people in the main cities are prepar'ed
to contribute towards on the off'chance that they might want to use them one day
There is evidence that this proposition might have some validity (A survey in 1997
the Roading Advisory Group). However, measuring any such value would be pvt,en,pl"
difficult, and levying it fairly on those people who are willing to make such
contribution but not on other people would also be difficult The simplest solution is
let people pay their option value in a lump sum when they actually use the roads in
question In other words instead of many non-users making small contributions

year the road should be paid for by higher charges on actual users when they decide to
exercise their option
Low volume links that have alternative routes are a different matter from spur

There may well be some pairs of links which are close substitutes and which are
under-utilised The disbenefits of closing one link of the pair might be small compared
with costs of continuing to maintain it If attributable costs are 25 percent or less
total costs on rural roads (Martin 1997) then link based prices to use the remaining
might be expected to reduce by about 40 percent
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has argued that, because of strong natural monopoly characteristics, road
i(6',rd,ers operating on commercial principles might not have the right incentives to set
(prices that maximize net national welfare) for road use

If road prices

efficient levels some of the potential gains of road reform will not be

possible set of principles has been described that the Govermnent could specify for
et"nnining prices for road use so that future commercial road providers would know
expected and so that the Govermnent's regulatory agency has a baseline for
ass,es:sing such road providers' pricing policies
principles suggested in this paper are:
road use should be set at a level that covers all economic costs including a

financ:ial return on capital invested in roads
for road use should not exceed economic costs

required financial return on investment should not be obtained by applying a
pro'"Ia'ta smcharge uniformly across all prices for road use
for road use should be based on a balance between short run marginal costs

run marginal costs
for road use should be matched as closely as possible to costs of using each

purposes of setting prices for road use the existing road network should be
as a sunk cost

appI<)pl:ia:te valuation method for the existing road network is an economic

'1a lmLticm based on existing prices
roads should pay their way
for road use are lower than the levels given by these principles people will
much causing unnecessary congestion and environmental costs and urban
Also road providers might spend too much on extra road capacity in response to
~Li!:;:;~d'i crowding out investment in other more productive parts of the economy
It
if road prices are higher than efficient levels, and investment too low, some

litnL"'l'ile travel will be suppressed and costs to businesses will be high
to be practical to adopt these principles completely

However, they

a direction in which to move as technology and politiyal acceptability allow
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